It’s *The AAF Exchange* — your source for clear, data-driven insight into today’s economic and domestic policy issues.

Our latest episode features AAF’s Director of Immigration and Trade Policy Jacqueline Varas discussing legal immigration reform. Varas discusses her proposal, co-authored with AAF President Douglas Holtz-Eakin, on how the United States can build a legal immigration system that encourages economic growth. As a bonus, she shares her love of music and reveals her favorite band!

Future episodes will answer other timely policy questions, including:

- What will be the policy challenges and opportunities of 2020?
- Will developments in artificial intelligence destroy millions of jobs?
- What would breaking up big tech look like and what would it mean for consumers?

Whether you’re on your lunch break or commuting home, *The AAF Exchange* will keep you up to speed on today’s most pressing policy issues.
Subscribe on iTunes or Soundcloud, or listen here.